Cuyahoga EHE Advisory Committee 11.9.2020
Attendance
Emily Campbell

Heather Searfoss-Allaire

Melissa Kolenz

Emily Muttillo

Jason McMinn

Gulnar Feerasta

Taneisha Fair

Rachel Austermiller

Melissa Federman

Jeannie Citerman-Kraeger

Kristin Englund

Laurie Rickert

Gloria Agosto Davis

Vino Panakkal

Agenda
I.

Virtual Community Forum
a. 9 people registered for Nov 12 forum, and 10 for Nov 13 forum
b. CCS will facilitate
c. May reach out to advisory members to facilitate if numbers get any larger

II.

Review of Respond Strategies
a. Outbreak Response
i. Much if this pillar is defined at ODH’s level, and 3 jurisdictions and ODH are
meeting tomorrow to discuss
1. Add something to state that ODH is the body developing this part of the
plan, and that it is integrated with the local workplan, and that there are
steps that still need to occur at local level if something were to happen
2. CCBH does have a current plan
3. Language: “Coordinate with ODH to develop a local plan…”
b. Partner Identification
i. First bullet: add the fields listed here into the ODRS System to expand the
collection of data? (Already seems to be included)
1. Looking at a new platform (on hold for a second until getting more info)
ii. Ohio criminalization law would link back to some of the other strategies we
have; maybe make more detailed?
iii. Change bullet to provide test kits AND vouchers?
1. Consider what meets the clients where they are (allowing them to test
on their own terms)
iv. Consider best practices to identify an outbreak for local staff involved
v. Have community input on molecular surveillance
1. Health dpt. doesn’t have access to the info that CFAR gets, so write out
the coordination that is needed to do so
vi. Consider what we can do to build trust with the community, and build into this
pillar

III.

Reviewing Previous Strategies
a. Modernize HIV Laws
i. Add language/sentence on explaining what U=U is
b. Data Infrastructure
i. Add something regarding demographics; if we want to decrease inequities then
we need to be able to measure it
c. Social Impact Media
i. EMR prompt to send alerts to PCP about patients needing HIV test, etc.
d. Priority Populations
i. Change sex workers to community sex workers
ii. Engaging people from priority populations into the work for decision making
and implementation design and fit into the strategy
e. LGBTQ and Gender Affirming
i. Engaging people from priority populations into the work for decision making
and implementation design and fit into the strategy
1. Expanded in the strategy to include the larger LGBTQ community

IV.

Check-In on Strategies
a. Just present strategies at forums, and not the activities
i. Will take note of any activities that are suggested that we have not thought of

V.

Next Meetings
a. Nov 16th: Meet to debrief on what happened in virtual forums
b. Nov 23rd: To discuss next steps for implementation and structure moving forward
c. Advisory will be sent a draft to review and provide feedback on what it looks like as a
document
i. Week of Nov 16th will be sent a few examples of templates to give thoughts on
the look of the document
ii. Week of Nov 23rd will send a draft by Thanksgiving to get feedback, and get to
ODH by first or second week of December

